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June 1, 1998

MEMORANDUM FOR:   Saul Ramirez, Acting Deputy Secretary, SD

FROM:   Benjamin K. Hsiao, Director, Information Systems Audit Division, GAA

SUBJECT:   Audit Report, Review of HUD’s Efforts to Correct Year 2000
Problems

Attached is our first report on our review of HUD’s efforts to correct Year
2000 problems.  Our objective was to ensure that mission critical information
systems will be made Year 2000 compliant in order to operate properly after
January 1, 2000.  This review focused specifically on management organization,
change control, available resources, and contingency plans.

We found the Department had not followed a number of best practices in
addressing the Year 2000 problems.  HUD must immediately take several steps to
minimize risk and impacts of system failures cause by the millennium date change.
First, the Year 2000 project must be placed under the direction of an executive
leadership as required by the February 4, 1998 Executive Order.  This Order states
that agency heads are now responsible for addressing the Year 2000 problem.
Second, configuration management software must be adopted immediately to
control software changes for HUD’s mission critical systems.  Finally, program
areas in HUD must develop and test contingency plans for their operations in the
event of system failures.

As discussed at the entrance conference, OIG’s approach in reviewing
Year 2000 activities is to issue interim reports before we finish the entire Year
2000 audit.  Given the limited time left to complete Year 2000 remediation, we are
requesting a formal response to this report’s recommendations within 60 days on:
(1) action taken; (2) the proposed action and date to be completed; or (3) why
action is considered unnecessary.

Thank you for the assistance provided to us by your staff during the course
of our first review.  Should you have any questions, or require additional
information, please call me at 708-3444, extension 149.

Attachment
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Executive Summary
On January 1, 2000, it is a real possibility that many of the Department of Housing and
Urban Development’s (HUD’s) computer systems will malfunction or produce
incorrect information simply because the century date has changed.  The Year 2000
problem is rooted in the way dates are recorded and computed in automated
information systems.  For the past several years, programmers have typically used two
digits to represent the year, such as “97” to represent 1997.  However, starting in the
Year 2000, the continued use of two digits will render the date indistinguishable from
the year 1900, or 2001 from 1901.  As a result of the ambiguity, HUD’s system or
application programs that use dates to perform calculations, comparisons, or sorting
may generate incorrect results.  Unless corrected, the impact of these failures will be
widespread and costly to the Department.

HUD recognized the Year 2000 date problem two years ago and established a Year
2000 project in the Office of Information Technology (IT).  Some progress has been
made in HUD’s effort to correct the Year 2000 date problem.  Both the awareness and
assessment phases of the project have been completed.  In particular, the project office
has identified all mission critical systems, prepared a Year 2000 readiness guide, and
conducted a risk assessment.  However, HUD has failed to take several “industry
recognized” best practices to minimize the risk and impact of system failures caused by
the Year 2000 date problems.

First and foremost, HUD needs to establish an agency-level program office to manage
and coordinate Year 2000 activities rather than leaving the project management at two
levels below the Office of Information Technology.  The recently issued Executive
Order on February 4, 1998, states that agency heads are now responsible for the Year
2000 problem.  With the short time left, an executive level office is needed to ensure
accurate and timely reporting of  Year 2000 status and to make the hard decisions
regarding business priorities and resource allocation.  This office must assess the
impact of using the same limited number of qualified personnel (HUD and Contractor
employees) for both new system initiatives and the Year 2000 project.

Second, HUD must also immediately implement configuration management (CM) for
its mission critical systems.  CM is an industry accepted practice of controlling changes
made to a system’s software and associated documentation throughout the
development and operational life of the system.  Although IT had agreed over the past
three years to implement CM, currently only two of the 75 mission critical applications
are partially under the control of CM.  Since there are millions of lines of code in
HUD’s systems, CM is crucial to manage the changes made to those systems.  Without
CM, HUD cannot readily track and test all of the fixes made to the date fields needing
correction for Year 2000.

A third important step is developing contingency plans to ensure operational continuity
in the event of equipment failures and software failures in the Year 2000.  Until
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recently, the Year 2000 Project has not focused on contingency planning for core
mission business areas.  Without adequate contingency planning, Year 2000 failures
will render HUD unable to write new and/or maintain existing billions of dollars worth
of Single and Multifamily insurance and long-term housing subsidy commitments.
Further, a disruption to the subsidy processing system would become an additional
hardship for more than three million families, whose Section 8 rent-subsidy checks
would be delayed for an indeterminate period of time.

RESPONSE TO REPORT

We provided the draft report to the Office of the Deputy Secretary on April 13, 1998.
We received written comments on May 12, 1998.  The Acting Deputy Secretary
generally did not agree with the recommendations of our audit.  The comments and our
response are provided in Appendix 1.
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Abbreviations:

2020 2020 Management Plan - Reform Plan 2
CFO Chief Financial Officer
CHUMS Computerized Home Underwriting Management System
CIO Chief Information Officer
CLAIMS Single Family Insurance System - Claim Subsystem
CM Configuration Management
EIS Executive Information System
FHA Federal Housing Administration
FMC Financial Management Center
FSI Financial Systems Integration
GAO General Accounting Office
GNMA Government National Mortgage Association
HUD Department of Housing and Urban Development
HUDCAPS HUD’s Central Accounting and Program System
IT Office of Information Technology
LOCCS Line of Credit Control System
LRPH Low Rent Public Housing Operating Subsidies Program
OIG Office of Inspector General
OMB Office of Management and Budget
PAS Program Accounting System
SAMS Single Family Asset Management System
SFIS Single Family Insurance System
TIB HUD’s Technology Investment Board
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Introduction
Background

There is a crisis in information technology.  It is big, unpredictable, and although it is
not technically difficult to resolve, it is pervasive, costly, and threatens to disrupt
HUD’s business operations dramatically.  Computations and evaluations may yield
incorrect results with potentially devastating consequences to HUD.  Hypothetically,
the following situations could occur, if:

è One of the HUD disbursement systems terminated abnormally due to a
Year 2000 miscalculation, no transactions would be produced to Treasury
for payment;

è The Computerized Home Underwriting Management System (CHUMS)
was unable to accept new customers from banks, HUD underwriting
would not be possible;

è Insurance claims were miscalculated; HUD would incur responsibility for
interest payments.

On or before January 1, 2000, it is a real possibility that many of HUD’s computer
systems may malfunction or produce incorrect information simply because the date has
changed.  The Year 2000 problem is rooted in the way dates are recorded and
computed in automated information systems.  For the past several years, programmers
have typically used two digits to represent the year, such as “97” to represent 1997.
However, starting in the Year 2000, the continued use of two digits will render the date
indistinguishable from the year 1900, or 2001 from 1901.  As a result of the ambiguity,
HUD’s system or application programs that use dates to perform calculations,
comparisons, or sorting may generate incorrect results.  Unless corrected, the impact of
these failures will be widespread and costly to the Department.

In response to the Year 2000 problem, HUD's Office of Information Technology (IT)
established the Team 2000 Project Office in June of 1996.  The mission of Team 2000
is to ensure that HUD’s application systems are Year 2000 compliant.

The enormous challenge involved in correcting these systems is primarily managerial
and not technical.  To assist in managing the Year 2000 effort, Team 2000 produced a
document entitled, HUD’s Year 2000 Readiness Guide.  This guide is available at
HUD’s intranet website and follows GAO’s best practices in planning, managing, and
evaluating Year 2000 efforts.  The guide describes five phases supported by program
and project management; awareness, assessment, renovation, testing, and
implementation.
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Audit Objectives, Scope and Methodology

The overall audit objective was to determine whether HUD’s Year 2000 resolution
plan and its execution are adequate to ensure that mission-critical information systems
will be made Year 2000-compliant and, continue to operate without an interruption of
service after Year 2000.  Specifically, the audit focused on the:

1) Year 2000 management organization;
2) Configuration management;
3) Utilization of limited resources; and
4) Development of contingency plans for a variety of possible disruptive

events at the turn of the century.

To accomplish the objective, we conducted our review at HUD’s Year 2000 office.
We interviewed HUD program, IT, and CFO staff and the General Accounting Office
(GAO) staff.  We analyzed HUD’s written response to Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) and GAO.  We also reviewed minutes from HUD’s Technology
Investment Board (TIB).

We performed our work from February through April 1998.  We conducted the audit
in accordance with generally accepted governmental auditing standards.
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Finding
Executive Level Attention to Year 2000 Problem Is
Needed

HUD recognized the Year 2000 date problem two years ago and established a Year
2000 project in the Office of Information Technology (IT).  Some progress has been
made in HUD’s effort to correct the Year 2000 date problem.  Both the awareness and
assessment phases of the project have been completed.  In particular, the project office
has identified all mission critical systems, prepared a Year 2000 readiness guide, and
conducted a risk assessment.  However, HUD has failed to take several “industry
recognized” best practices to minimize the risk and impact of system failures caused by
the Year 2000 date problems.

Executive Level Project Office Must Be Established

We believe an executive level office is needed to provide adequate oversight over the
progress of the Year 2000 project within the short time left.  On February 4, 1998,
President Clinton issued an Executive Order that states agency heads are responsible
for the Year 2000 problem.  Prior to February 4, 1998, OMB guidance stated that the
agency Chief Information Officer (CIO) had been responsible for the Year 2000 fix.
However, the Executive Order recognized the Year 2000 problem as a “...major
technological and managerial effort…”  Section 3 of the Executive Order effectively
shifted the Year 2000 responsibility from the CIO to the head of each agency.  In line
with this shift, HUD needs to establish an agency-level program office to manage and
coordinate Year 2000 activities rather than leaving the project management at two
levels below the Office of Information Technology.

Another reason for a high level Year 2000 Project Office is to ensure accurate
reporting of progress.  While HUD has made progress in the awareness and
assessment phases of Year 2000, slippage is apparent but has not been reported to
HUD’s Executive Technology Investment Board (TIB).  Based upon the last status
report provided by the Year 2000 Project Manager, many of HUD’s mission critical
systems are either behind the Year 2000 schedule or are not being tracked.  When we
brought this to the attention of the Project Manager, OIG was told the schedule was not
up to date because the appropriate Team 2000 members had not updated the tracking
and management system.  A high level Project Office should have the needed clout to
ensure accurate and timely reporting of status.  Slippage cannot be prevented without
accurate reporting of progress.

On March 24, 1998, GAO testified before the House Committee on Banking and
Financial Services that they had found the same lack of oversight problem at HUD.
GAO testified that HUD’s tracking and management systems for Year 2000 did not
contain information on the mission critical systems scheduled to be replaced.  GAO
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also testified that 20 of HUD’s 30 mission critical systems are behind schedule by over
2 months, with five that have failure dates between August 1, 1998 and January 1,
1999.

Triage Study of HUD’s Systems Has Not Been Completed

An important aspect of Year 2000 correction is prioritizing which systems have the
highest impact on HUD’s mission, thus, need to be corrected first.  This best practice
concept helps ensure that the most vital systems are not treated the same as systems
that have minimal impact on HUD’s core business.  OIG found that the Year 2000
Project had not completed a triage study.  The current procedures allow non-mission
critical systems to be renovated before the mission critical business core systems have
been renovated.  HUD’s Year 2000 project manager told us that there is no need to
prioritize systems for correction because all of HUD’s systems will be certified by the
Year 2000 deadline.

However, OIG noted that IT had become concerned about meeting the Year 2000
deadline.  On March 3, 1998, IT informed two HUD Offices that effective April 1,
1998, IT will defer all new development and will only focus on Year 2000 work for the
five largest and most difficult to renovate.  They are:

• F17, Computerized Homes Underwriting Management System (CHUMS);
• A43I, Single Family Insurance System (SFIS);
• A43C, Single Family Insurance System - Claim Subsystem (CLAIMS);
• A67, Line of Credit Control System (LOCCS); and
• A96, Program Accounting System (PAS).

While this recognition is the right step in developing a priority of Year 2000 work, we
remain concerned with the other 58 mission critical systems that did not receive the
same priority for renovation.  At the start of the Year 2000 process, around the end of
June 1996, HUD had 1280 days to certify all its systems.  On February 10, 1998,
HUD reported to OMB that 25 of 63 mission critical systems were Year 2000
compliant.  On that date approximately 50% of available time had expired, while 60%
of the mission critical systems remain to be made Year 2000 certified.  On average it
took 25.5 days to get a mission critical system certified.  At that pace, it will take 971
days to complete the remaining 38 systems.  However, as of February 10, 1998, HUD
had only 641 days left to complete the necessary certification and testing process.

With the limited time left, HUD needs to adopt a systems priority and to continually
revisit the priority strategy to assure the most current appraisal of systems importance
and vulnerability estimates are being used.  An adequate systems prioritization will
help to lower the risk of failure for the most strategically important systems in case of
unexpected delays or other problems encountered during HUD’s Year 2000 effort.

Impact of Financial System Integration On Year 2000 Work Not Assessed
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During our review, we were informed that the same program and technical staff and
their associated contractors involved with the Year 2000 work would also most likely
be involved with system development work for the Financial System Integration (FSI)
Project.  FSI is a key Management 2020 Reform to “modernize and integrate HUD’s
outdated financial management systems with an efficient, state-of-the-art system.”
HUD’s Risk Assessment Report dated August 15, 1997, did not consider the possible
impact of this new system development work on Year 2000 efforts.

The Reform Plan’s Executive Summary noted that HUD’s new consolidated financial
management information system is scheduled for full implementation by mid-1999.
The FSI effort would require a considerable amount of system development work.  For
Fiscal Year 1998, the following FSI items are planned:

• Implement a consolidated HUD-wide general ledger by the combination of
four existing general ledger systems: (1) PAS/LOCCS, (2) HUD’s Central
Accounting and Program System (HUDCAPS)-Section 8, (3) Federal
Housing Administration (FHA’s), and (4) Government National Mortgage
Association (GNMA’s) general ledgers;

• Implement a General Ledger for FHA;
• Upgrade HUDCAPS for Year 2000;
• Develop the HUD-wide Chart of Accounts;
• Modify the PAS/HUDCAPS Interface;
• Implement direct entry of budget into HUDCAPS;
• Implement process to load GNMA balances into HUDCAPS;
• Design and Implement an Executive Information System (EIS);
• Implementation of HUDCAPS for the Financial Management Center

(FMC); and
• Pilot HUDCAPS for the Low Rent Public Housing Operating Subsidies

Program (LRPH).

Concurrent to the proposed FSI work listed above, the same HUD staff and contractors
are completing the last three phases of Year 2000 work, renovation, testing and
certification, and implementation.  Based upon industry literature, HUD has more Year
2000 work ahead than completed.  Industry literature indicates testing is more than 50
percent of the total Year 2000 effort.  The Year 2000 staff has scheduled the last
phase, implementation, to be completed by OMB’s due date of March 31, 1999.  Then
from March 31 to December 31, HUD staff and contractors will be testing systems to
get out any final bugs prior to January 1, 2000.  This is the same timeframe for
implementation of the FSI.

Best practices require that staff with the most knowledge perform testing and review
the testing results.  The systems development work for the FSI could be in direct
conflict with resources required for the Year 2000 effort as the most knowledgeable
staff is currently doing the FSI development work.

Configuration Management Is Critical To Year 2000 Effort
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Another critical best practice not implemented is software configuration management
(CM).  CM is an industry accepted practice of controlling changes made to a system’s
software and associated documentation throughout the development and operational
life of the system.

OIG has reported, and continues to report, that HUD does not have an adequate
software CM process.  Over the past three years, OIG reported, in five separate
reports, the lack of an automated CM process as an internal control weakness.  These
reports are:  the Software Maintenance Audit Report of 1996; HUD’s  Financial
Statement Audits for fiscal years 1995, 1996, and 1997; and the “Interim Review on
HUDCAPS Performance:  Year 2000 Compliance” of 1998.  In general, OIG has
strongly recommended that HUD implement the already purchased CM software on
the Hitachi for its mission-critical systems, and especially for HUDCAPS, a core
system for HUD’s financial activities.

However, the Year 2000 Project has not addressed concerns in configuration
management.  Although IT purchased and installed a configuration management tool
(CA-ENDEVOR) for the Hitachi mainframe more than four years ago, still only two
systems have been partially placed under the control of this tool.  For the Unisys
mainframe, even though there are CM tools available, IT has not made a selection.

It is imperative that the appropriate control is in place to ensure vigorous Year 2000
software testing.  Decisions and procedures developed for configuration management
will inevitably influence testing; and most experts agree that configuration/change
management must be handled with an appropriate automated CM software.  An
automated configuration management tool, such as CA-ENDEVOR, helps to manage
the software life-cycle by:

• providing consistent and flexible logical structure for creating, classifying,
and maintaining software inventory;

• tracking and documenting changes/modifications to software products over
time by creating an online change history of when and by whom the
changes are made, which, in turn, speeds up the correction/debugging
process;

• preventing conflicting changes to the same system component;
• allowing prior versions to be correctly restored;
• tracing the flow of date-field data through subsequent occurrences in all

affected modules;
• placing change packages and approvals on-line, thereby eliminating the

need for change-related paperwork; and
• documenting all components used to build executable programs, thereby

assuring correspondence between source code and its executable code.
(“Source code” refers to the human-readable code, such as COBOL,
FORTRAN, etc.; “executable code” basically refers to the machine-
readable code produced as a result of source code translation.).
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At HUD, deficiencies in software change control have already resulted in a significant
number of production problems, as reported in the 1996 report:  “Controls over
Software Maintenance Must Be Significantly Strengthened.”   The report further stated
that IT’s own study of change releases concluded that release-related problems are
costly in time lost and resources wasted.  Those changes,  attempted without
adequately controlled procedures, resulted in a need for further changes to correct the
problem caused by the preceding change.  If we were to use HUD’s past performance
statistics to predict the future Year 2000-related conversion outcome, our prediction
would be one of unacceptable failure rate for the converted systems when the system-
wide integration testing takes place in 1999.

During the Year 2000 renovation, changes will be made to many more software
modules than is the norm.  Consider, for example, one of  HUD’s mission-critical
systems, Single Family Asset Management System (SAMS), which is composed of
over 1,000 programs/modules with a total of over 7 million lines of code.  Each of
these programs will be examined to determine if it uses date fields in calculations,
comparison or sorting.  Then, the program code will be remediated to distinguish
between dates in the 1900’s and  the dates in the 2000’s and then tested to determine
whether that particular program handles the four digit date correctly in both centuries.
If implemented, the CM software will automatically track the changes made, when and
by whom.  In this way, CM software provides an auditable assurance that only the
required changes to the appropriate modules are made and that all the components used
to build  the new Year 2000-compliant executable code are from correct versions of
source code.

Since the volume of date-fields in need of Year 2000 renovation will be enormous, it is
essential to anticipate that not all date-fields will be identified.  In this regard, CA-
ENDEVOR software provides yet another advantage for  HUD’s large systems, such
as SAMS or HUDCAPS, to function under the automated CM software.  Once a data
element has been identified as a date-field, the CM software can identify every
module/program in the entire application which uses that field.  Thus, the benefit of
processing under CM is that it provides greater assurance of accurately identifying date
related fields in modules/programs.  A reliance on a manual process, on the other hand,
is prone to errors and omission.

Although each program remediated is tested individually to determine that it handles
dates in both centuries, HUD will conduct system-wide integration testing for each
system during 1999 to surface discrepancies.  Some of these discrepancies may be due
to missed computational date-fields,  while others may be due to mismatch of source-
to-executable code, etc.  However, if these systems were under CM control, problems
of mismatch of source-to-executable would have been eliminated early in the process
and the risks of missed date-fields would be significantly reduced.

In summary, automated configuration management is recognized as the computing
industry’s best practice for software maintenance; and, as such, automated CM is a
critical component of software reliability and staff accountability.
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Contingency Plans Do Not Exist For Mission Critical Systems

Another missing piece to the Year 2000 effort is contingency planning.  So far HUD
has not completed any Year 2000 contingency plans for its mission critical systems.
Executive management must consider that while HUD has made progress in its Year
2000 effort, there is no guarantee that the current initiatives will in fact be completed
on time or will be free of unforeseen problems.  Best practices outlined in GAO’s
Year 2000 Assessment Guide 1 require agencies to initiate realistic contingency plans
during the assessment phase for critical systems to ensure the continuity of their core
business processes.

Contingency planning is important because it identifies alternative activities, which may
include manual and contract procedures, to be employed should systems fail to meet
the Year 2000 deadline.  GAO’s exposure draft, Year 2000 Computing Crisis:
Business Continuity and Contingency Planning 2 states that executive management
needs to be fully aware of the potentially devastating financial, organizational, and
political consequences of the failure of one or more mission critical information
systems.  It is the responsibility of agency executives to reduce the risk of the Year
2000-induced business failures.  GAO’s draft guide requires:

• Initiation - Establishment of the business continuity project workgroup,
strategy, master schedule, milestones and executive support.

• Business Impact Analysis - Assess the potential impact of mission critical
systems failures on HUD’s core business processes, define failure
scenarios, perform risk and impact analysis of each core business process.

• Contingency Planning - Identify contingency plans and implementation
modes, define triggers for activating contingency plans, establish business
resumption team for each core business.

• Testing - Develop and test contingency test plans and update disaster
recovery plans and procedures.

Further, HUD’s Readiness Guide, page 1-12, states that a contingency plan should be
prepared that provides options in the event of unexpected system failures caused by the
Year 2000 date problems.  HUD’s Year 2000 Project Manager told us that program
officials were requested to prepare contingency plans after the GAO’s exposure draft
was issued.  However, the Year 2000 Project Manager stated that so far only Housing
responded with an indication that any contingency planning work had been started.

Contingency plans should be formulated to respond to two types of failures:  those that
can be predicted (e.g., system renovations that are behind schedule) and those  that are
unforeseen (e.g., a system that fails despite having been certified as Year 2000 or a
system that cannot be corrected by January 1, 2000, despite appearing to be on
schedule today).  Without both adequate and tested contingency plans, HUD is facing
the risk that its core business processes will be interrupted or will fail.  For example,

                                               
1 GAO/AMID-10.1.14. September 1997
2 GAO/AIMD-10.1.19 March 1998
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LOCCS disbursed $22.2 billion in Fiscal Year 1997.  If this system were to terminate
abnormally due to a Year 2000 problem, over 100 programs related to a broad range of
recipients would not receive their grants, loans and subsidies.  These recipients include
State Governments, municipalities, independent companies, non-profit institutions, and
individuals.  Another example is the impact of the Computerized Home Underwriting
Management System (CHUMS).  If this system fails, HUD cannot accept new
customers from banks.  HUD underwriting would not be possible affecting the First
Time Homebuyers Program as well as reverse mortgages that augment income to the
elderly.  Also, if the Single Family Insurance System (SFIS), $61.1 million in new
insurance during fiscal year 1997, were to fail, FHA would not have the ability to
insure low down payment mortgages to individuals.

The potential for problems resulting from the lack of contingency plans is already
evident with two systems, A44D, Low Rent Housing System LRH Security Ledger,
and A49, National Credit Bureau Referral.  These two systems were suppose to be
replaced.  However, they have recently been reclassified from “To Be Phased Out With
Replacement” to “To Be Renovated” due to delays in completing the replacement
systems.  Given the dangers associated with not having contingency plans and the
interdependencies of HUD’s systems and partners, we believe it is imperative that
HUD immediately develop contingency plans for all critical core business processes
and supporting systems.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend the Deputy Secretary of HUD:

1. Establish an executive-level project office to manage and coordinate Year 2000
activities.  The Year 2000 Project Office should report directly to the Deputy
Secretary.

 
2. Direct IT to renovate all mission critical systems prior to any work on non-mission

critical systems based upon a triage study.
 
3. Direct IT to place HUD’s mission-critical systems, in order of priority, under the

control of the already purchased configuration management tool for the Hitachi
mainframe platform.

 
4. Direct IT to select a CM tool for the Unisys mainframe platform and place HUD’s

mission-critical systems, in order of priority, under the control of  that CM
software.

 
5. Conduct an impact analysis to determine whether there are sufficient resources

(HUD and Contractor employees) to complete both the FSI and the Year 2000
work.  Given the short time and the amount of work left, ensure that Year 2000
work has a higher priority for limited resources.

 
6. Direct senior level program officials to immediately prepare and test Year 2000

contingency plans for all of HUD’s core business processes and supporting mission
critical systems.  These plans should be based on the GAO’s March 1998 guide
and should address these two questions:

• How will we conduct core business if HUD’s mission critical systems fail?
• How will we conduct core business if HUD’s Partner’s computer systems

fail?
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Appendices
Appendix 1

Auditee Comments

See OIG
Comment 2

See OIG
Comment 1
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See OIG
Comment 3

See OIG
Comment 4
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See OIG
Comment 5
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See OIG
Comment 6
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See OIG
Comment 7

See OIG
Comment 8
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See OIG
Comment 9
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See OIG
Comment 10
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OIG EVALUATION OF RESPONSE

No. Comments

 1. We cannot agree with the claim that the Year 2000 Project always had
executive level involvement.  Other than periodic briefings at high level
meetings, where only positive progress have been reported, we found little
evidence of concerns or issues related to the Year 2000 date problems
raised by senior staff.  For example the possible delays for 20 of the 30
mission critical systems, as described by GAO in their testimony, have
never been reported or discussed at the Executive Technology Investment
Board meetings.  We also disagree with the assertion that there is no
evidence to suggest that IT is not managing the Year 2000 project well.
The continued refusal to implement fundamental industry accepted sound
practices such as configuration management and the triage study increase
the risk of Year 2000 failures at HUD.

 2. We found no evidence to support IT’s claim that HUD could complete all
renovation in time by relying on existing resources.  During our review, we
requested but never received a comprehensive analysis of resources
required to fix the Year 2000 date problems.

 3. Over the last three years we have repeatedly reported on the need for HUD
to implement automated configuration management (CM), an industry
accepted practice for maintaining software integrity.  Although IT agrees
that this important control should be implemented, most systems still lack
CM.  Since the Year 2000 date problem would require thousands of
changes to millions of lines of code in HUD’s systems, it stands to reason
that these changes must be made through a well controlled automated
process.  We continue to believe that without relying on an automated
system for CM, HUD cannot readily track and test all of the fixes made to
the date fields needing correction for Year 2000.

 4. The response has not changed the need for Recommendation No. 1 (see
OIG Comment 1 above).  Also, the claim that Ms. Gloria Parker, the new
CIO, will  provide the needed executive level oversight is premature.
Although she was not on board during our review, we had hoped that with
her selection, she would be able to provide the needed leadership for the
Year 2000 effort.  However, the CIO currently has no staff and no direct
control over IT.  Further, the Department has not yet decided whether the
CIO reports directly to the Deputy Secretary or the Office of
Administration.
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 5. Recommendation No. 2 still stands (see OIG Comment 2 above).  Again
we reiterate on the need to determine the best approach for resource
allocation.  It is never too late to properly allocate your resources within
the time left.  Further, a triage study would have linked HUD’s systems to
its core business, which would provide the needed analysis to determine
the level of testing to be done.  The triage study results would not only
identify systems that should be tested first but would also recognize the
need to test business dependent systems at the same time.  Business related
integrated tests would logically be completed prior to the planned
enterprise testing expected during 1999 and would lower HUD’s risk of
Year 2000 failure.

 6. We cannot agree with the response indicating that the remaining 58
mission critical systems are receiving the same level of priority as did the
five systems restricted to Year 2000 work only.  We strongly urge that IT
suspend all non-Year 2000 development work on all mission critical
systems until they are Year 2000 compliant and fully tested at the
enterprise level.  We believe the remaining 58 mission critical systems are
candidates for this kind of risk intervention.

 7. We have carefully evaluated the current schedule for renovation and
certification.  We remain concerned that if IT continues the current
renovation/certification pace, there will be insufficient time left for
adequate enterprise testing.  We also cannot agree with the claim that the
Year 2000 Project is meeting the schedule of the Integrated
Implementation Plan.  During our review, IT admitted that the system,
Status 2000, set up for progress reporting did not contain complete and
accurate information.  As late as May 12, 1998, the Project Office
recognized that data updates are still a problem.  Without accurate
reporting of project status, the Department cannot measure the progress of
the Year 2000 Project.  Consequently, delays may remain hidden until it’s
too late to prevent Year 2000 failures.

 8. Recommendations No. 3 and 4 are still needed.  Automated CM is a
fundamental control process that must be implemented as soon as possible.
We agree that it is too late to implement a full featured CM process (e.g.,
complete compile procedures).  However, it is not too late to implement
just the check-in/check-out portion of the available CM to track changes to
components, such as program code.  A manual configuration change
management process would be staff intensive and subject to human errors
and omissions.
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Specifically we are concerned with the following control weaknesses, when
attempting to control software changes without the aid of automated tools:
• Questionable or non-existent audit trail of which changes were made;
• Questionable or non-existent audit trail of when and by whom the

changes were made;
• No assurance that the most recent component versions were used;
• No assurance that standardized compile procedures were used;
• No assurance that executable programs have been built from approved

source code, copybooks, etc.;
• No verifiable, automatic record of all components used to build an

executable program; and
• No control over results of concurrent check-out of components.

 9. Recommendation No. 5 is still needed.  Given the limited available
technical resources within HUD and in the market place, we continue to
believe it is prudent for HUD to evaluate the resource impact of Year 2000
and Secretary’s Management 2020 reforms.  During our review, we
requested such an analysis but have not received it.  We also disagree that
there will be no FSI impact on the Year 2000 efforts for HUDCAPS and
the CFO legacy systems.  FSI is a large scope project with an extremely
aggressive schedule.  Interfaces must be developed to pass data from
existing financial and programmatic systems to FSI.  We strongly believe
that the same set of employees (HUD and Contractor) with the appropriate
system knowledge is needed to perform both the Year 2000 renovation and
testing work, and the work for FSI implementation.

10. We agree with the positive response to Recommendation 6.  We intend to
evaluate and monitor the Department’s contingency planning efforts for the
Year 2000 in the near future.
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Appendix 2

Distribution List

Assistant Secretary for Administration, A (Room 10110)
Assistant Secretary for Public and Indian Housing, P (Room 4100)
Assistant Secretary for Community Planning and Development, C (Room 7100)
Assistant Secretary for Housing-Federal Housing Commissioner, H (Room 9100)
President, Government National Mortgage Association, T (Room 6100)
Acting Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs, W (Room 10132)
Assistant Secretary for Congressional & Intergovernmental Relations, J
   (Room 10120)
Deputy General Counsel, C (Room 10214)
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Operations, HO (Room 9138)
Chief of Staff, S (Room 10000)
Chief Financial Officer, F (Room 2200) (2)
Deputy Chief Financial Officer for Finance, FF (Room 2200) (2)
Chief Information Officer, AMI (Room 4160)
Assistant Secretary for Administration, A (Room 10110)
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Management, AM (Room 10110)
Assistant to the Deputy Secretary for Field Management, SDF (Room 7106)
Program Office Audit Liaison Officer, PF (Room 5156)
Director, Policy Development Division, RPP (Room 8224)
Director, Office of Press Relations, WR (Room 10138)
Director, Office of Policy Support, WS (Room 10130)
Director, Office of Information Technology, AMI (Room 4160)
Director, Office of Budget, ARB (Room 3266)
Director, Office of Management and Planning, AMM (Room B-133)
Special Assistant, Office of Public Affairs, WR (Room 10138)
Audit Liaison Officer, Assistant to the Deputy Secretary for Field
   Management, SDF Room 7112)
Department Audit Liaison Officer, FOI (Room 2206)
Acquisitions Librarian, Library, AS (Room 8141)
Audit Liaison Officer, Office of Administration, A (Room 3154) (4)
Director, Housing and Community Development Issue Area, U.S. GAO, 441 G
   Street, NW, Room 2474, Washington, DC 20548, Attn:  Judy England-Joseph
Chairman, The President’s Council on Year 2000 Conversion
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